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A careful reading of  tlie last four Units slio~~ld prove very handy in approacliing tlie present one, 
l'liis Unit seeks to introduce you to some of tlie tinore contemporary radical approaclies to 
international relations. It is hoped that after reading this Unit you will have learned something 
about the empirical state of the world, but even niore ilnportantly you will be more aw+re of 
tlie problems involved in tlieorising about international relatiolis in world politics. As you will 
recall, tlie last four Units provided yoit with overviews of tlie tliree dominant theories of 
international relations (Realism, Liberalism, and Structuralism) and tlie contemporary debate 
between the two leading mainstream theories, Neo-realism arid Neo-liberalistn. The underlying 
colnlnoli assumptions of  tliese approaches rest oti the preliiise that international politics operates 
within a given structure and tliat "facts" or "trt~tli" about tlie world could be objectively discerned 
if scientific tnetl~od was followed. It is a different thing t l io~~gh tliat these approaclies differ a 
great deal from eacli other in respect to what eo~istitutes "truth" and how can it be discovered? 
It is this underlying e~npllasis on '~b~jectivity" and "truth" in these approaches that perhaps 
explains wliy they have all been labeled as "rationalist" or "positivist" in nature. 

However-. tlie above mentioned three al)proaclies have dominated tlie discipline of  International 
Relations for the last fifty years to s~~c l r  an extent that it has come to define tlie broad contours 
of disagreements in international theory mainly among tlie adherents of these approaches. Tlie 
ensui~ig debates, termed as "inter-paradigm debate7', Iiave thus significantly dominated the 
thinking about international relations. It is believed to liave silenced all possible controversies 
and questions tliat could be asked about tlre state of theory in international relations. This may, 
Iiowever, be far from true. As pointed out by Steve Smitli, "... tlie inter-paradigm debate by 
110 means covers the range of issues tliat ally contemporary theory of world politics needs to 
deal with. ltistead it ends LIP being a ratlier conservative political move because it gives the 
impression of open-mindedness and i~itellect~ial pluralism; whereas, i n  fact, of tlie three theories 
i~ivolved in the inter-paradig111 debate one, Realism, lias tended to be dominant, with its contest 
wit11 liberalisln being the central theme of what debate lias existed in international theory". As 
noted in tlie first Unit, Realism could enierge as tlie do~iiinarit scliool primarily because of its 
ability to project tlie world in conimonsensical terms. Given tile do~ni~iance of  Realism, all 
attempts at providing altertiative conceptions of world politics were either dubbed as normative 
or value-laden as against Real ism, which was coilsidered to be "scientific" and "objective". And 
yet. ~iiost  recent debates in inteniatiolial relations take LIP precisely these two issues of 
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"objectivity" and "commonsensical projection" of world polities, deeply embedded in Realism. 
in order to subvert its dominance. 

This makes it incumbent upon us to take stock of some of the major dcvclopn~cnts it1 the fidd 
of internatior~al theory in the recelat years, tlte last hvo decades In particular. One of the major 
developments in this regard has bcen the debate between Neo-realist11 and Nco-liberalism or 
cvl~at has come to be called the neo-neo debate or the neo-neo synthesis. Ho~vevcr, there is near 
uilaninlity among scholars that the neo-neo debate is neitlrer liighljl contentious nor intcllectuallj~ 
very different from each other. Both share 'hn epistenlology as tllcy focus on similar questions 
and agree on a number of assumptions about man. the state. and the intcrilntional system". The 
second major developnle~lt should be of inuned~atc relevance to us frol~l the point of view of 
the present Unit. Thts is relatable to thc emergence of a range of new appronclles being 
developed to explain world politics. This could becoine possiblc partly because of the changes 
effected in the nature of the wol.ld order by the end of the Cold War. The end of Cold War 
significantly reduced the credibility of Realism, especially in its Neo-realist guisc, wl~ich took 
tlre stability of the bi-polar system for granted. With the dratilatic disappearance of the bipolar 
systen~ in the wake of the end of the Cold War. the explanatory power of Neo-realis111 too met 
the same fate. However, this by no means was the only rcason for the emergence of new 
approaches. Steve Smith outlincs three othcr important reasons: first, the inadequacy of the 
Realist approach to explain the rise of non-state actors, social movements, radically espanding 
transactions, and the like. As pointed by him, "mw approaches wcrc needed to explain these 
parts of world politics, even if Realis111 was still good at dealing with thc power politics 
aspects7'. Second, there \yere major developnlents underway in otller acadc~ilic disciplines, 
especially in the social sciences generally, but also in the pl~ilosophy of scietzce and social 
science that attacked the underlying methodological (i.e. llocv to ~indertakc study) assumption 
of Realism. a position known as pos~tivislzl: in its place a wflole host of alternative ways of 
thinking about the social scicnces wure being proposed, and International Relations sinlply 
caught the bug. Third, Realism's dominance was called into question by "a resurgence of its 
historical n~ain competitor, liberalism. in tllc for111 of neo-liberal institutionalism, with this 
debate now comprising tlic mainstream of the discipline". Meanwhile. whilst tl~ose in thc 
mains treat^^ were engaged in this debate: a serics of altcnlativc approaches wele being worked 
out as being more relevant to world politics at tllc turn of thc millennium. 

Smith's classification of existing theories in international relations into various catcgorics helps 
us i~~u~~ense ly  in appreciating the points of departures bctcvccn thc three dolniiiant theorics 
(positivist theories) and some of the more rcccnt thcorics broadly h o w n  as post-positivist or 
reflectivist theories. According to him, theories can bc distinguished according to whether they 
are explanatory or constitutive and nhether they are foundational or allti-foundationai. You 
might, at this stage, find yourself sutldenly loaded with tllese ncw and solnewhat unsettlit~g 
terms, but these are expressions. all of which have today bccome an integral part of the on- 
going debate in i~lternational relations theory, and arc prettlV ~nuch easy to understand. Let us, 
first of all, try and get familiar with them. To begin with. all explanatory tllcories arc called 
fo~mdationnl whereas constitutive theories are said to be allti-fo~~ndatiotlal. This llceds fi~rtl?er 
elaboration. The main distinctioii between an  explanatory theory and cot~stitutive tl~eory is that 
while the fonller sees the world as something esternal to our theories of it, the latter thinks that 
our thcorics act~~ally help consttzlct thc world. Or. to put it anotl~cr wayt tllere has been a rather 
long debate between those who treat thc social world and the 1tatura1 world alike, and those who 
think that it is our language and concepts tllat l~clps create that reality. Theorists who think that 
the natural and the social worlds are the same are known as naturalist theorists. 

I11 the context of International Relatioils also a line is frcqiiently drawn bctweea explanatory 
tl~eories and constitutive theories. All tlrc tlleorics discussed in t11e previous Units like Realism, 
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liberalism and structuralism are identified as explanatory theories because they share the 
assumptions of positivism, a theme which we shall come to a little later in this section. In these 
theories, the main objectives of a theonl are believed to be "to report on a world that is external 
to our theories; to uncover regularities in human behaviour and thereby explain the social world 
ii much the same way as a natural scientist might explain the physical world". 

In sharp contrast to the above, most of the approaches that have developed in the last decade 
or so have come to be called constitutive theories. In other words, all the post-positivist approaches 
in international relations thus qualifjl as constitutive theories. For these theories, theory is not 
external to the world it seelcs to explain. In fact, it is theory, the post-positivists assert, which 
determines how one thinks about the world. To put it another way, for these theorists, it is their 
theories of the social world, which actually constitute the world. 

Having seen the difference between exp1anatory and constitutive theories let me quickly bring 
it to your notice that all explanatory theories, broadly speaking, are believed to be foundational 
while constitutive theories are anti-foundational. But then, what is meant by foundational and 
anti-foundational theories'? The foundational and anti-foundational debate basically refers to the 
issue of basis ofknowledge claims, i.c. whether there is any neutral or objective basis for testing 
or evaiuati~ig our beliefs about the world. In other words, how do we know that what we know 
is true'! While a foundationalist asserts that all truth claims can be judged true or false, an anti- 
foundationalist questions this since there are never neutral grounds for so doing. According to 
anti-foundatio~lalists, each theory will defile what counts as the facts and so  there will be no 
neutral position available to  determine between rival claims. As noted by Smith: "Foundationalists 
look for what are termed meta-theoretical (or above any particular theory) grounds for choosing 
between truth claims; anti-foundationalists think that there are no such positions available". 

The most important distinction between the traditional approaches that comprised the inter- 
paradigm debate and the more recent approaches is that unlike the fonner, the new approaches 
are much less wedded to foundationalism. For example, sonle of the post-positivist approaches 
like post-modernism, feminist theory, and normative theory have come to be identified with 
anti-foundationalism. Whereas the "neo-neo" debate, historical sociology and critical theory are 
viewed as closer to foundationalism. Interestingly, such distinctions were never really discussed 
before in the literature of international relations. It was only in the last decade or so that such 
distinctions have started surfacing in a big way in international theory with a view to "undennitling 
Realism's claim to be delivering the truth". 

All this could become possible, as  noted by Smith, "because of a ~nassively important reversal 
in the way in which social scientists have thought about their ways of constructing knowledge". 

. This brings us back to the discussion 011 positivisn~ that I had referred to early on in this section. 
Positivism, as a school of thought, remained dominant in Intenlatioual Relations till about the 
late 1980s. It was nearly impossible to think of a social scientist in International Relations who 
was not influenced by the positivist thinking. ~ o w e v i r ,  it has come in for severe attack since 
then. But, what is positivism anyway'? Snlith defines positivisn~ "as a view of how to create 
knowledge that relies on four main assunlptions: first a belief in the unity of science, i.e, that 
the same methodologies apply in both the scientific and non-scientific worlds. Second, there is 
a distinction between facts and values, with facts being neutral between theories. Thirdly, that 
the social world, like the natural one, has regularities, and that these call be "discovered" by 
our theories in much the saine way as  a scientist does in looking for the regularities in nature. 
Finally, that the way to detemline the truth of statements is by appeal to these nat~ural facts; 
this is known as an empiricist epistenlologjl". 
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Crucially, recent years have witnessed a rejection of these positivistic assumptions in international 
theory leading to the coinage of the tern1 "a post-positivist era" by Yosef Lapid. Much of the 
traditional international relations theory was dominated by positivism until about the 1980s 
when its salient assu~nptions came in for severe attack from the newly emerged "post-positivist" 
approaches. It may thus not be very difficult for us to appreciate the point as to tvhy most of 
the new approaches tend to move closer towards coilstitutive and anti-foundational assumptions. 
According to Smith, the current tlleoretical situation in international relations is characterised 
by three main positions: first, rationalist theories that are esselltially tllc latest versions of tlle 
Realist and liberal theories dealt with in the previous Units; second, reflectivist theories that are 
identified as post-positivist; and thirdly soc!al collstructivist theories that seek to bridge the gap 
between the first two sets of theories. We will, however, limit ourselves here only to a discussion 
of the post-positivist or reflectivist theories. Even anlong the reflectivist theories, our main 
concern will be with understanding the emergence of post-structuralist or post-nlodenlist approach 
in illternational relations theory. Let me, however, point out at the vcly outset that several terms 
are interchangeably and simultaneously used in the literature of international relations to connote 
what we have just identified as one of the dominant trends in co~lten~porary international theory 
i.e. reflectivist theory. Some of the most popular of these terms are "radical", "altenlative", 
"post-positivist" and even simply "new". 

5.2 POST-STRUCTURALIST OR POSFMODERNIST 
APPROACH TO INTERNATIONAL RELATIIQNS 

Post-structuralism or post-modemism has widely come to be recognised as an influential 
theoretical development throughout all the social scielices in the last two decades or so. Let me 
point out at the very outset that the two tenns are often used intcrchal~geably in the literature 
of international relations. And, we also use the two ternis in the same sense throughout the text. 
In the context of ~ntemational Relations, it is said to have made its cntry in the mid-1980s. 
However, it could make its Inark only in the last few years. Today, it is perhaps as popular a 
theoretical approach as any other reflectivist theory. The issue of its popularity will bc examined 
while exploring the meaning of post-modernism in iliternatiolial theory. 

The post-modernist approach to intcn~ational rclatiolls is not an easy oric to  define, even tllough 
one comes across a large nunzber of theorists who claim to be post-moden~ists. As kc l~ard  
Devetak observes in his extremely useful sunmary of post-modernism, "part of the problem is 
defining precisely what post-modernism is". One of the most popular and widely used definitions 
has been offered by Jean-Francois Lyotardr who writes: "Sin~plifji~lg to the extrenie, I define 
postmodern as incredulity towards mcta-narratives". But, what is meant by meta-narratives'? 
Metanarrative or Grand theory is believed to possess clear jilundnrron.~ for making knowledge 
claims, or what n.1 technical tenn 1s cnl led fi,undntzonnl ep~.vlemology. What Lyotard ~neans by 
this is that post-modernism is essentially concerned with deconstn~cting, and distrusting atly 
account of human life that claims to have direct access to "the tnith". Put another way, post- 
modernists are suspicious of ally theory or approach based on an assumption that it is possible 
to uncover "truth". No wonder then, post-modernists are highly suspicious of Marxism and 
fetninistn because both assume that it 1s possible to detcrnlilze foundations upon which to base 
inoral judgements and truth about the world. Post-modernists are also unhappy with critical 
theory, since they believe that it too is just another grand theory or mcta-narrative. 

5.2.1 Underlying Key Themes of Post-modernism 

Two nzost ilnportant tbelnes of post-moden~ism: as discussed by Devetak relate to the power- 
knowledge relationship, and the textual strategies used by post-111odeniist international tlleorists. 
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The theme of power-knowledge relationship in post-n~odmi scl~olarsliip is most decply influeliced 
by the works of Michel Foucault. This is so because power-knowled$e relatioriship, for Foucault, 
constitutes a core concern of his work. In contrast to the rationalist theorists, Foucault believes 
that there is a close relationship bettveai powcr and kno\vledge. Unlike the positivists, he does 
not believe that knowledge is immune fro111 the workings of power. Instead, Fo~~cault's main 
argument is that power in fact produces knowledge. For him, "all power requires knowledge 
aud all knowledge relies on and reinforces existing power relations". Thus there is no such 
thing as "truth", existing outside of power. According to post-lnodemists, tnlth is not something 
external to social settings, but is irlsteacl part of them. Resultantlp, post-modernists are primarily 
interested in knowins which types of "tn~ths" and knowledge practices support what kinds of 
power relations. 

In the context of intematio~lal relations, post-modcrn interllational theorists have used tliis 
insight to exanline the "tn~ths" of international relations theory to see how the concepts a id  
knowledge claims that dominate the discipline in fact are highly contingent on spccific power 
relations. Smith uses two recent examples from the works of Cynthia Webcr and Jens Bnrtelson 
on the concept of sovereignty to illustrate the power-knowledge rclationship. As noted by 
Smith: "In both cases the concept of sovereignty is revealed to be both historically variable, 
despite the attempts of nlainstream scl~olars to imbue it artificially cvitli a fixed meaning, and 
is itself caught up in the practicc of sovereignty by producing the discourse about it". 

Post-modernists' approach to the study of history within the powcr-lu~owlcdge franiework is 
another area withln post-moder~~ism tlint of late has becorile very popular. Foucault's contribution 
in this respect has a special position in post-modernist literature. His approach to the study of 
history has come to be known as "~e~~calogy". The key underlying assunlption of genealogy is 
that there is no such thing as truth, but only "rcgimes of truth". And, these regimes of truth, 
for Foucault, reflect the ways in which. tl~rough history both power arid tn1t11 develop togetller 
in a mutually su.r.tnin~ng relntirmship. In other words, as Smith observes. "~vhat this means is 
that statements about tlte social world ilre only "tnie" within specific discourses". Accordingly, 
post-modernism is concerned with ho\v some discourses and therefore some tnitl-rs dominate 
others. It is precisely here that tile ~lolio~l of powcr comes in. It is for tliis reason that post- 
nzodemists are opposed to any metrx-narratives, since they inlply tliat tllerc are collditiolls for 
establishing the truth or falsity of knowledge clai~ns independent of any discourse. It is this 
negation of the role of power in the construction of truth and knowledge claims at the hands 
of the positivists or rationalists that is so vehe~nently opposed by post-modeniists. 

The second important theme of post-modernism. as discussed by Dcvetak: reiates to tllc use of 
textual strafegie,~. What purpose does it serve'? Fro111 the point of view of post-modenlism, the 
constructio~~ of the social world is equ,ltcd with that of a text. Tlre i~~siglit of Jacques Derridn, 
an Algerian-born French post-stntcti~ralist. in this contest tllrows significant light on the 
nrhitmriness of the co~lstn~ctiorl of the social world. Derrida's central argument is that the 
world is like a text in the sense that "it cannot sinlply be grasped, but has to be interpreted". 
Such interpretations of the world, for Derrida, reflect tile concepts atid stn~ctures of language, 
what he temls "the textual interplay at ~ ~ o r k " .  He proposcs two nlain tools to enable us to sce 
how arbitrary are the seemingIy 'hatural" oppositions of language. These arc decnnslnlction 
and double rend~ng. 

Smith paraphrases Derrida's views on tl~cse two important concepts very lucidly. According to 
Smith: "Deconstruction is based on the idea that seemingly stable and natural concepts and 
relations within8-language are in fact artificial constn~cts, arranged hierarchically in that in the 
.case of opposites in language onc: term is always privileged over the other. Thcrofore, 
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deconstruction is a way of showing how all theories aid discourses rely on artificial stabilities 
produced by seen~ilzgly objective and natural oppositions in language (rich/poor, goodhad, 
powerfuWpowerless, riglit/wrong)". The second important concept used by Derrida is that of 
double reading. He uses this for "showing how these stabilisations operate by subjecting the 
text to two readings". While the first reading is "a repetition of the dominant reading to show 
how it achieves its coherence, the second points to the internal tensions within a text that result 
froni the use of seemingly natural stabilisations". According to Smith: "The aim is not to come 
to a "correct" or even "one" reading of a text, but instead to show how there is always more 
than one reading of any text". 

Such techniques, of late, have indeed become very popular with international relations tlieorists. 
Richard Ashley, for example, has uscd the technique of double reading for a study of the 
concept of anarchy. In the first rcading. Ashley provides a reading of the "anarchy problematique" 
as done in the traditional literature. I-iis second reading shows "how the seelnitlgly natural 
opposition between anarchy and sovereignty that does the work in the first reading is in fact 
a false opposition". As Smith notes: "By radically disntpting the first reading Ashley shows just 
how arbitrary is the "truth" of the traditional assumptions made about anarchy and the kind of 
logic of state action that it requires". Another work followilig the method of double reading by 
Rob Walker exanlines the construction of the tradition of Realism in international theory. He 
shows rather conviilcingly that constn~ction of such a tradition could only become possible "by 
ignoring the major nuanccs and complexities within the thoughts of the key thinkers of this 
tradition, such as Maclziavelli and Hobbes". David Canipbell is yet another international theorist 
who has recently applied post-modern theory to empirical examples in world politics, such as 
the constructio~l of US foreign policy, the Gulf War, and the Bosnian conflict. 

Finally, any theory that seeks to shake the very foundation of established wisdom is bound to 
raise eyebrows. And, post-modemist thcory is no exception. It has been attacked by the dominant 
mainstream international theory on grounds of being "too theoretical" and for being "far removed" 
from the "real" world. The post-niodemists. 1iowcvcr7 respond by asserting that in the social 
world there is no such thing as the "real" world in the sense of a reality that is not open to 
interpretations. Let me conclude this section with a quote from Stnith who puts up a good 
defence: "It seems clear to me that post-n~odcrnisni is in  fact taking apart the very concepts and 
methods of our thinking. It helps us think about the conditions under wliich we are able to 
theorise about world politics: and to many, post-modernism is the most appropriate tllcory for 
a globalised world". 

5.3 INTERROGATING THE NATION-STATE 

The origin of the concept of modem "nation-state" can be traced back-to the Treaty of Westphalia 
in 1648, wliich brought the Thirty Ycars War to an cnd with a formal recognition by the 
European powers of the sovereign ix~dcpendence of eacli statc. A simuftancous outcome of this 
development was the emergence of tl~c niodern international system in which the nation-state 
came to bc treated as the most important actor. The accompanying notion of sovereignty firthcr 
consolidated the dominance of nation-states by auti~orising them to act as independent and 
autonomous entities both within and outsick their territorial jurisdictions. However, the issue 
of the changing status of the nation-state has been a subject of nmjor debate in the literature 
of international relations. Before we set out to analysc the changing nature of the status of 
nation-state, a brief discussion of the meaning of the tern would be in order at this stage. 

Conceptually, the tenils "nation" and "state" arc quite distinct from eacli other in 'terms of both 
meaning and scope, and yet the hvo are often used in tcrcha~pbly  in tlic literature of internaticsnd 
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relations. While the nation is a historicnl concept based on a cultural identity sl~ared by a single 
people, the state is a political Unit defined in temls of populalion, territory, and an autonon~ous 
governnwnt. The state provides a basis for political loyalty i n  tlle form of citizenship, whereas 
the nation proniotes an effective relationship through whicll the individual gains a sense of 
cultural identity. However, nations and states do not always necessarily have the sanie cultural 
and territorial bouadaries. What probably justifies the usage of the tern1 nation-state as a 
generic category is the underlying ass~umption that the existence of such an entity over the pears 
may lead to some sort of gradual fitsion between c~~ltural and political boundaries. Such an 
assulilption also supports the need for prolonged tnaintenance of political control by a central 
authority over a given territory and its inhabitants. 

Andrew Heywood's definition of nation-statc is particularly helpfill in an understanding of the 
multifaceted iiature of the concept. Heywood views nation-state as "a form of political 
organisatio~l, and as a political ideal". In the first case, he views it as an "a~itonomous political 
community" which is bound together by the overlapping bonds of citizenship and natioliaiity. 
It is thus seen as an alternative to multinational empires and city-statcs. In the latter case, the 
nation-state is viewed by hi111 as "a principle, or ideal type", which is reflected in Mazzini's 
goal: "every nation a state, only one state for the entire nation". Sucll a principle clearly 
acknovviedges that no moden1 state is: or can be, "culturally homogenous". 

Tllere are two conj?icti~gperspectives on the fbture of the nation-state as a viable political Unit. 
There are those who argue that nation-state both as a principle and fonn of political organisation 
has gained in strength and will continue to remain the most viable political Unit in finture as 
well. Wllile otliers argue that the days of the nation-state are over or can well be seen to be 
getting over. Let us try and identie some of the relative stren@hs and weaknesses of the 
competing argunlents made by the propo~~ents and detractors on the fiiture of the ~latioa-state. 

One of the argumcnts put forcvard in dcf'ence of t l~e  nation-state relates to the universal acceptance 
of the nation-state as "the sole legitimate unit of political rule". Tllis, the proponents argue, is 
evident from tlie Kxct that the whole world today has become a world of nation-states. Such 
beliefs draw stre11gtl1 fro111 sonie of the recent developmelits i a  the world. The principle of 
nation-state as a viable political orgalisation was recently vindicated by the creation of ncw 
nation-states in tlie later part of the 20th Century. As noted by Heywood: "Since 1991: at least 
18 new states have come into existence (14 of them as a result of tlle disintegration of the 
USSR), and all of the111 have claimed to be nation-states". The strength of the nation-state is 
seen to lie in the fact that "it offers the prospect of both c~llt~lral collesion and political unity, 
tllus allowing those who share a conlmon cultitral or ethnic identity to exercise the riglit to 
independe~lce and self-govenment". No wonder then. the forces responsible for creating a 
world of nation-states are seen as 'hatural" and "irresistible". In tlzeir views, no other social 
group can ever clail11 to constittlte an alternative political coinniutiity. I~nplicit in such contention 
is the argument that even supranatioiial bodies such as the European Union will never be able 
to replace the nation-state. a ~ d  con~m:wd the same kind of popular allegiance as that of the 
nation-state. 

The detractors, on the other h a d ,  present quite a contrasting picture of the fiture of the nation- 
state. According to tllenl, the nation-state today is confronted by a number of challenges. These 
challenges are posed by a conlbiuation of "intcmal pressures" and "external threats" which have 
together produced what has come to be referred to as a "crisis of t l ~ e  nation-statc". Internally, 
various kinds of "centrif-bgal forces" like denla~lds for greater autonomy or self-detern~inatioh, 
and the rise of etlmic politics are casting serious doubts on the,ability of the nation-states to 
deliver. Examples of increasing cases of centrifi~gal forces galore: the Arab-Israel conflict, the 
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conflict between the Catholics and the Protestants in Northern Ireland, tlie Basque separatist 
movement in Spain, tlie ethnic conflict between tlie Tamils and tlie Sinlialas in Sri Lanka, and 
many more. Sucli instances of growing ethnic assertion and self-determination the world over, 
the detractors argue, are evidence of tlie fact that nation-states are no longer able to provide a 
meaningful 'kollective identity" or a sense of "social belonging". 

The future of nation-state as a viable ~>olitical u n i t  has particularly come in for attack from a 
11~1rnber of external sources. Growth of supranational bodies like the United Nations and the 
European Union, the advance of eco~~omic and cultur-a1 globalisation, and the need to find 
international solutions to tlie environment crisis are fast re~~deri~ig tlie institution of the nation- 
state meaningless. For example, witli tlie nuclearisation of the world and advances in the 
teclitiology of warfare, the ability of the nation-states to provide security is iticreasingly being 
doubted. This has led to a situation whereby more and more demands are being raised for 
policing of the world peace by supranational and international organisations. Moreover, with 
increasing globalisation of econo~n ic life, the character of the markets llas ~lndergone radical 
transfoniiation. 111 the clianged international context, markets have become world markets, 
transnational corporatior~s control most of the businesses, and capital is rnoved around the globe 
in the flick of an eyelid. All this has resulted, tlie argument goes, in the erosion of the power 
of nation-states in  regulating and controlling tlieir eco~iomic destinies. Furtl~ermore, given the 
obsession of tlie nation-states with protecting their own strategic and eco~loinic interests, their 
attitude towards envirotiment is cliarac1erised by indifference and callousness. This has cost the 
global environment quite dearly. The case of  Chernobyl nuclear accident is often cited as an 
example in  this respect. The rise of &bal cullure or mass culture is yet another example 
Frequently used to show the weakening of "distinctive" natioiial cultirres and traditions around 
tlie world. The advent of "information superhighway" in the wake of revolutionary changes in 
the field of communication, and tlie dramatic growth of international tourism are seen as 
iniportant developn~ents, which have weakened the hold of the nation-states arou~ld the world. 

In the context of internatiotial relations, tlle nation-states have for long been treated as the 
preeminent actors. However, its preeln inence both as 117~' principal actor and the fundamental 
Unit of  analysis is intricately linked witli the dominance of Realism in IR tlieory. Since Realist 
tlieory privileges tlie nation-state over all other kinds of actors in international relations, it has 
beeti rightly characterised as state-centric and power-centric. By logical extension, all non-state 
actors, or perhaps, more appropriately, transnational actors like ~nultinational corporatio~~s and 
intergovernmental organisations such as the United Natioris are relegated to a peripheral status 
within the international system. Rougl~ly speaking, Realism retained a donliriant position in the 
study, of international relations during the period 1939-89. Even though its do~ili~lance was 
challenged duririg tlie 1970s by pluralism and globalis~ii, it reemerged inore vigorously in tlie 
1980s under tlie guise of Neo-realism. However, some of the tumultuous and itnpredictable 
developmerlts of the late 1980s and 1990s. I ike tlie collapse of the Socialist block accompanied 
by tlie disintegration of the Soviet Union, tlie democratic revolutions that swept the world or 
the surge of international cooperation, integration and change left both the Realists and Neo- 
realists in a state of awe and shock. It took them conipletely by surprise. 'They could never 
predict the course and intensity of the change that radically transformed the very face of the 
world. A theory, which could rleitlier predict nor explain such futidarnental events in modern 
history clearly catlie to be derided by rhe critics. All this has led to the rise of a new demand 
for a "paradigm shift" in the study of i~iternatibnal relations. Not that Realism has becoine 
redundant, but other non-state-centric theories like liberal pluralism, globalism and neo-idealism 
have come to the  fore of international relations. 'The recognitio~i that transnational/non-state 
actors are ~nuch more important than tlie Realist scllool suggests is fast gairiing ground in the 
post-Cold War world order. 
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5.4 POSFCOLONIAkllSM: CUHURE, IDEOLOGY AND 
HEGEMONY 

Of late, the term "post-colonial" has become quite fashionable, particularly with the' 
irlstitutionalization of what is called "post-colonial studies" within universities the world over. 
Originating in the field of literary and cultural studies, the term "postcolonial" is today used 
extensively in social sciences including international relations. However, much before tlie term 
"post-coloniality" gained currency in social sciences literature, the thesis was forcefully 
propounded by Fra~itz Fanon, particularly in his two books, Black Skins, White Masks (1 967) 
and The fietched of the EartJ1 (1  96 1 ). 

Given the fact that the term "post-colonialism" has become so "heterogeneous" and "diffuse", 
Ania Loomba finds it  allnost "impossible to satisfactorily describe what its study might entail". 
No wonder, the term "postcolonial" l i ; ~  continued to evoke controversy regarding its precise 
nieaning and application. Post-colonialism, as a field of study, is broadly concerned witli new 
~vuys uf srudyitig cotonialism and its ctffernzalh. Put differently, the process of decolonisation 
is as mucli an intrinsic part of this new area of study as colonialism. Looinba argues the prefix 
"post" co~nplicates matters because it implies an "aftermath" in two senses-temporal, as in 
cotning after, and ideological, as in supplanting. I t  is the second implication, which the critics 
of tlie %en11 have found contestable: if the inequities of the colonial rule have not been erased, 
it is perhaps premature to proclaim the demise of colonialism. A country rilay be both postcolonial 
(in the sense of being hrmally independent) and neo-colonial (in the sense of remaining 
econornically and/or culturally dependent) at the same time." This point can perhaps be better 
illustrated with tile help of an exaniplc from international relations. Even tliougli colonialism 
in its classic form has become a thiiig of the past, it is widely acknowledged that the usages 
of ternis Iike the "First" and "Third" worlds entail uneqiral colo~iial relations. As Looinba 
observes: "The new global order does not depend upon direct rule. However, it does allow tile 
econolnic, cultural and (to varyitig degrees) political penetration of some countries by others. 
Tliis makes it debatable whether once-colonised countries can be seen as properly "post- 
colonial"". 

Critics have often emphasised the need for using the term "'post-colonialisn~" with "caution" 
and "qualifications", for they believe that American post-coloniality and Indian post-colo~iiality 
are qualitatively different. The two cannot be treated in the same way just because United States 
of America was also "anti-cololiial in a limited sense" at some point of time. There is broad 
agreement in the field of postcolonial studies that both the "metropolis" and the "colony" were 
not olrly deeply modified by the colonial process, but were also accordingly "restructured by 
decolonisation". However, "this does not mean", asserts Loomba, that "both are postcolo~lial in 
!he sa111e way. Post-colonialism, like patriarchy, is articulated alongside other economic, social, 
cultural and l~istorical factors, and therefore, in practice, it works quite differelitly in various 
parts of the wortd". Loonlba tllus defines the term "postcolonial" as "a general process with 
some shared features across the globe. But if it is uprooted from specific locations, ""pst- 
coloniality" cannot be meaniiigfully investigated, and instead, the tern1 begins to obscure the 
very relations of domination that it seeks to uncover'" What is clear from the above is that 
"post-colonial" is historically, geogra~)hically, and culturally a variable term and, therefore, 
context must not be lost sight oK 

Apart frotn the above. another problc~n commonly identified with the tenn "postcolonial" 
relates to its usage in a narrow chro~~ological sense. 1t is invariably viewed as designating a 
point of rupture or radical break fiom the past. I1.r this worldview, post-colonialism is reduced 
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to a mere temporal category in the scllse of marking tlie end of o ~ l c  era i.e. colonialism, and 
beginning of a new period in its afternialll in which tlie "decolorlised" people woi~ld be supposedly 
free to shape tlieir own destiny. Howcver, from the perspective of cul t~~ral  studies, tlie term 
'postcolonial' refers to 'a significantly more specific condition'-a condition in which no such 
rupture really occurred. The underlying argument liere is that while colonial exploitation ~iiiglit 
have ended with the formal withdrawal of colonialism, tlie story does not elid here. For, 
colonialisrii did not merely exploit the colonies, it also changed then1 'permanently' and 
'irretrievably'. The colo~iial past remains deeply embedded in the present of the postcolonial 
people and mediates tlieir future. This applies eq~lally to tlieir economies, polities, societies, 
cultures, and indeed even tlioir psycIio10gy. 

5.5 P8STCOLONiAL THEORY (1N INTERNATIONAL 

I n  tlie context of international relations, the tern1 'Post-colonial' is generally used in tlie popular 
sense of designating a rupture i.e. a radical break from tlie past. As a result, the two terms 
"Third World" and "Postcolonial World" are often used interchangeably in the literature of 
international relations. This is so because most of the Third World countries. with a few 
exceptions, are formel- colonies. Howcver, this is not to suggest tliat the postcolonial theory, as 
understood i t1  the field of cult~~ral studies, is of no use for intenlational relations. On tlie 
contrary, several tlleorists in inteniatio~ial relntio~is increasingly use the tern1 'postcolonial' to 
depict the "postcolonial" nature of stale, nationalism, society, arid culture of once-colonised 
countries, or ~iewly independent countries, or the Third World countries. In a recent perceptivc 
study, Bliupinder Brar proposes to replace the terln ''Third World" by an alternative term, 
"Post-Colonial World". According to I1i1n: ''The basic problem witli the term Third World is 
that it describes essentially the starting position at which the newly independent countries found 
themselves. I t  does not clarify why tliey continue to be poor atid backward". Using the term 
'postcolonial' in the specific sense i n  which it is used in tllc area of cultural studies, Brar argues 
tliat the perspective of post-coloiliality can illuminate certain areas in international relations 
wliicli had earlier been neglected. The exter~sion a~id application of the "post-coloniality" argument 
in the field of international relations, Iic asserts, can be partic~rlarly helpful in discerning a new 
pattern of dependency. wliicli is social, cultural, and psychological as against the narrow eco~lo~riic 
focus of the world system arid core-periphery models. t-ilowcver, he does not prefer one at the 
cost of tlic other. As he observes: "Instead of using one to the excliisio~~ of the other, it will 
be more rewarding if we try to understand the post-war period by co~iibining the economic 
explanation provided by tlie "world system" and "core-periphery" analyses and the socio- 
cultural explanation provided by tlie tlleo~y of post-coloniality'". The strength of the postcolonial 
theory, for him. lies in tlie fact that it, "focuses on a peculiar relationship which fortiier colonies 
historically catlie to develop with tlieir colonial masters. This relationship lias been aptly described 
as that of an 'iiiti~nate enemy'. I11 this relationship, ~~iucli  before the enemy is recognized as 
enelny, its values. beliefs and iiorms are interiialized by tlie victim, so  tliat the more the victinl 
opposes the enemy. tlie inore it acts like the eneniy itself, producing its mirror images in the 
name of rebellion". Tl~is was nothing but a depe~ldency of non-economic nature of the colo~lized 
on the colonizer. The colonized were so overwhelmingly hegemonized by tlie ideas, beliefs, 
culture, arid ideologies of t l~e  colonizers that they often could not see the dividing line. Such 
dependency can also be found, Brar argues, in the realm of post-colonial politics, which have 
a direct bearing on tlle future of ecarionaic developlnent of postcolonial societies. The hegemony 
of westeni developmental and moden~ization project sa overwhelmingly gripped the "aational 
elite" in the postcolonial societies that they could never come out with a11 alternative 
developmental agenda. Despite their insistence on pursuing t31e principle of self-1-eliance, they 
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could never break the shackles of Western mindset. As a result, they ended up imitating the 
Western model of development, privileging thereby Western modernity and rationalism. 

Brar extends the post-coloniality argument to yet another area of international relations. This 
relates to the obsession of most post-colonial states with the notion of absolute sovereignty. 
What is being argued here is that while seeking to safeguard their freedom, these states "fail 
to recognise two historical facts". As he puts it: "First, the notion of absolute sovereignty is 
linked directly to the Western states system which was created by the treaty of Westphalia; 
prior to this treaty, such 11otions existed neither in the East nor in the West. Second, it is this 
very system based on absolute sovereignty, which made pursuit of power appear legitimate, and 
thereby legitilnised colonialism. The more the post-colonial states insist today on the "principle" 
of absolute sovereignty, the more the unequal and hierarchical international system gets 
perpetuated". 

5.6 SUMMARY 

Summing up a unit, which deals with a vastly disparate body of literature, can be a particularly 
tricky business. This Unit, as you must have realised, deals with varied kinds of intellectual 
movements spanning a fairly long tradition of scholarship in the field of international relations. 
What distinguishes this tradition from the past, as seen in  the preceding Units, is its refusal to 
be bound by conventional frameworks. and its keenness to device new ways of looking at the 
world. It may only be fair to conclude by saying that both the post-modernist approach and the 
post-colonial approach shed new light on our understanding of international politics. While 
post-modernism seeks to look at inter~~ational politics afresh by questioning and rejecting the 
don1 ina~ice of positivist approaches, the post-colonial approach promises to illuminate hitherto 
unexplored and neglected areas in  the field of international relations. 

5.7 EXERCISES 

1) On what grounds do the post-positivist approaches reject positivism? 

2) Discuss the underlying assu~nptions of post-positivist or reflectivist theory. 

3) Outline the key underlying themes of post-moder~~ism. 

4) Do you agree with the view that tlie exterlsiot~ and application of post-modert~ist approach 
in international relations has opened new avenues of research? 

5) Discuss the conflicting views on the future of nation-states. 

6 )  Does post-colonialism offer new insights in understanding international relations? 
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